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AVST has been enhancing campus communications for three

decades. We have extensive experience in making the most

of your current infrastructure while providing you with your
best options for the future.
Please join us at our educational campus resource center at:

www.avst. cqmled ueatiqn
At our resource center, you'll see for yourself what hundreds
of colleges already know.

To learn more, visit:
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Events Calendar

Fall Seminar

October 14-17,2012

Winter Seminar

January 13-16,2013

Annual Conference

April 14-11,2013

Hilton Americas
Houston, Texas

Hyatt Regency
Tampa, Florida

Manchester Grand Hyatt
San Diego, California

Fall Seminar

October 6-9, 2013

ACUTA's Co.re PurposO

is to support higher education information
communications
technology professionals in contributing to
th-e achievement of the strategic mission
of
their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:

'
'
.
'
.

Encouraging and faciritating networking and
the sharing of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individuar
opinions and sorutions
Fulfilling a commitment to professional development
and growth
Advocating the strategic varue of information
communications technorogies in higher
education
Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution
of members

Flenaissance Grand Hotel
St. Louis, Missouri
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The earthquake that occurred in Virginia
on August 23,2011, was felt as far north as
New England, as far south as Georgia, and
as far west as Illinois. The Boston area is

not prone to frequent or significant seismic
activity. Many people I know said that they
felt the effect of the magnitude 5.8 earthquake, occurring on a Tuesday at 1:51 p.m.,
but just as many did not notice anlthing

In December 201l, Boston College
conducted a university-wide tabletop
exercise and discussion with the university
business continuity planners. Most departments at Boston College have completed
and submitted business continuity plans
to the Boston College Office of Emergency
Management, and the intent of the exercise
was to see how well each plan stood up to
a simulated regional emergency situation.
Approximately 60 people represented 40
departments.
The situation we simulated was a mag-

nitude 6.0 earthquake, occurring on Tuesday, December

6,21ll,

at 4:06 a.m.

While

this scenario is very unlikely to occur in
the Boston area, it is still within the realm
of possibility. Our exercise began with the
following setup: "The stillness of the early
morning is shattered by a low rumbling
noise that quickly grows into a terrifying
shaking of ground and buildings. Items
fall all over campus and students scramble
out ofbed trying to understand what is
happening. The sounds ofbreaking glass
as items fall and windows fail can be heard
ali around campus. The shaking lasts for
what feels Iike an eternity but is only about
30 seconds in length. Suddenly everything
on campus is thrown into darkness as the

power goes out. There is an eerie silence
across the entire areal'
Other contributing key aspects of the
situation included the following:

.

The quake occurs during the winter
eariy morning with only a skeleton crew of
employees on hand.

6
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Overnight temperatures are in the low

. Power and natural gas outages have been
reported throughout the state.
.

Infrastructure damage is likely for many

ofthe aging bridges and roadways.

. Many roadways are impassable due to
fallen debris.
.

at all.

Business Continuity:
Earthquake Desktop
Exercise

.

30s.

The governor has declared a state of

emergency and is requesting the general
public stay home and offthe roadways so
that emergency personnel can respond to
situations.

. Concerned parents and family are calling the university desperate for information.
. The university president has closed the
campus and canceled classes for at least the
rest of the week while buildings and infrastructure can be assessed for damage and
repaired.
The immediate questions asked of the
group included: What considerations would
you be thinking about, and what actions
would you be initiating? What are the
priorities for you, your department, and
the university? What other departments
and/or organizations would you need to be
communicating with based on this event,
and where would you be looking for further
information? What actions would your
department take at this time? How would
you communicate with your employees and
constituents? When? How often? What
would be communicated? What are your
department's immediate (today), short-term
(next24-48 hours), and long-term (next
week and beyond) objectives?
As I sat with my peer group attempting
to answer these questions, it was clear that

our most immediate concern would be for
the health and safety of our own families
and homes. Remember, most of us were
sleeping when this quake occurred and it
would be natural for us to make sure our
loved ones and our neighbors were all safe.
As former Speaker of the House (and Bos-

ton College alumnus) 'Ihomas "Tip" O'Nei11
rvould say, 'All politics is 1oca1l'
Once that u,as settled, wed turn our attention to assessing the sltuation and trying
to get information on what happened and
hou, serious the situation rvas. We rvouid
attempt to communicate by any available
methods u,ith our peers and compare
information. Depending on the results of
that assessment and inlbrmation gathering,
n e would need to get organized and initiate
our business continuity plan. Wed engage
with the Emergency Management Oflice
and coordinate our activities rvith them and
our peer departments. We r'vould seek to
get as many bodies as possible to report in
and coordinate any responses deemed nec
essary. When you consider the power and
gas outages, state of emergency, damaged

bridges and roadu,ays, and other obstacles,
the picture starts to get blurry as to u,hat
rvould even be possible.

Our data center is on UPS and emergency generator power. Itl.vould last for
12 hours until it ran out ofdiesel fuel. The
university has fu11 diesel fuel trucks on
campus as a part of our normal operation.
Once that fuel was gone, and if ne couldnt
get trucks in to refil1 the generators, all of
our servers and systems would need to be
shut dou,n gracefulll,. Our data center is
manned 24l7. Assuming the data center
were intact and the stafsafe, the orderly
shutdown would commence and our critica1 system and applicatlon recovery from a
remote location u,ould be put into play.
Annual1y, the university ITS department
simulates the recovery of our data center in
Sterling Forest, Nerv York. The emergency

plan would likely be initiated immediately
to rebuild the university critical systems
from backup and bring them online within
36 hours. This, ofcourse, depends on a 1ot
of supporting circumstances being available
such as open roadways, gasoline, food,
available key staff, the state of emergency
being 1ifted, and more.

The last signilicant earthquake to hit the
Neu, England area was the Cape Ann
earthquake in 1755. Cape Ann is located
about 20 miies north of Boston in the

North Shore fishing port area. According to
the United States Geological Survey website
(http:/iearthquake.usgs. gov/), "This earthquake caused the heaviest damage in the

region around Cape Ann and Bostor-r. At
Boston, much of the damage nas conlined
to an area of infilled land near the wharfs.
There, about 100 chimneys were leveled
u,ith the rools olhouses, and many others
(1,200 to 1,500) rvere shattered and partly
thrown down. Some chimneys, which were

broken offbelow their tops, tilted dangerously 3 or 4 centimeters; others rvere
twisted or partly turned.
"The gable ends of several brick buildings (12 to 15) were thrown down, and the

roofs of some houses were damaged by the
fa11 of chimneys. Stone fences were thrown
down throughout the countryside, particularly on a line extending from Boston
to Montreal. Nen, springs formed, and old
springs dried up. At Scituate (on the coast
southeast of Boston), Pembroke (about
15 kilometers southwest of Scituate), and
Lancaster (about 40 kilometers west of Boston), cracks opened in the earth. Water and
{ine sand issued from some of the ground
cracks at Pembroke.

"This earthquake was reported from
Halifax, Nova Scotia, south to the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland and from Lake
George, New York, east to a ship 320 kilometers east of Cape Ann. The shock u'as felt
so strongly on the ship that those onboard
believed the ship had run aground. Several

aftershocks occurredl'

have a conversation with their colleagues,

identified areas to take back to their departments for further improvement. Obviously,
the fina1 summary document produced

hear from the other departments, work
through the issues presented, and get their

by the Office of Emergency Management
following the exercise was detailed and in

questions answered. The discussion helped
many to clarify things in their plans and

depth, covering a wide range of university

The tabletop exercise provided a great
opportunity for planners to sit dou.n and

priorities.

a
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continuity is business
in an emergency, and we all know

The goal ofbusiness
as usual

that it takes planning for the unexpected,
frequent testing, and integration of the
best technology at the time to reassure
ourselves that we are, indeed, prepared. On
page 6,

ACUTA president foe Harrington

walked us through the recent tabletop test
at Boston College where the participants
used an earthquake as their emergency,

following on the heels ofthe recent earthquake so that it was truly believable.
Emergencies take different forms
on different campuses and for different

Stay Calm, Think
Fast, Work
Together

organizations. I established the first crisis
command center for the senior executives
at Citibank and have planned for and provided technology continuity on campuses
for many emergency situations, such as
bomb threats, nor'easters, snowstorms,
hurricanes, Y2K, power outages, a political
national convention, the aftermath of 9lll,
and avian influenza. The one common
denominator that exists in all emergencies
is that something will inevitably happen
that is unanticipated, such as the time it
takes to get the fuel /o the generator before
it will operate. We all have to be flexible,
think on our feet, work together as a team,
and recognize that the human factor must
always be taken into consideration. A
sense of calmness must prevail while the
adrenaline is coursing through our system
or we'll never accomplish our objectives.
Thanks to Tom Campbell, director of
finance and administration, and Aaron

recently released a study in Geophysical
Research Letters that may make tornado

forecasts and projections possible, so perhaps future predictions

will

also help us.

The ACUTA plan details the preventative measures taken by designated staff
members and is used as a guide for preparedness drills and recovery operations.
The first consideration in any emergency
is safety

oflife.

Business facilities, equip-

ment, and records are secondary. In the
event of an emergency/disaster, employees
must take steps to protect their own safety
and the safety of other building occupants
first and initiate business recovery activities
only if they consider it safe to do so.
Emergency call lists are maintained

with alternate contact information for
employees, board of directors, utilities and
services, vendors, and suppliers.

A list of emergency equipment and
locations is maintained for emergency
Iighting, fire extinguishers, the first-aid kit,
tools, and maintenance equipment.
The list of office equipment is updated
whenever new equipment is purchased,
leased, or replaced. The inventory contains

model and serial numbers for insurance
and replacement purposes.
Scheduled daily, weekly, and annual
backups ofACUTA servers and workstations are performed regularly to preserve
files and databases that change daily, as well

configurations that may change
frequently. Dual off-site storage facilities house archival backup data.
as system

Fuehrer, IT director, the ACUTA office
in Lexington, Kentucky, is also prepared

less

for disasters and/or emergencies. It isnt
unusual for a tornado watch to send the
staffheading for cover, so real-time testing
is more frequent during the spring and
summer months when tornado threats

fust as Boston College recently conducted its tabletop emergency test, so does

are prevalent. However, we cannot

know

when or where disaster may strike, to
what extent, or the duration, so we all take
business continuity planning very seriously. Columbia Universityt International

8
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ACUTA coordinate and conduct preparedness drills during which a predetermined
disaster or emergency is simulated. Each
staffmember performs his role(s) as

though the situation were real and completes as much of the recovery plan as is
feasible without causing actual data loss or
expense to the organization.

Emergency supplies are stored in the

computer room and/or the supply room.
The U.S. Department of Labor Mine Safety
and Health Administration, one of the ten,
ants in the ACUTA building, will provide
additional emergency supplies and instruction to ACUTA occupants for the floor
captains of each oflice area in the event of a
hazardous materials release within or in the
immediate area outside of the building.
The emergency recovery and supply list
contains the minimum acceptable needs for
the ACUTA office to begin resuming operations in an emergency. This list is reviewed
and updated annually or as critical items
change.

The complete disaster/emergency plan is
stored electronically on the computer net-

work, and printed copies are stored in the

{-l

'

Itilrit:t:,M

fireproof safe in the computer room. Each
staff member maintains a current printed
copy at his home for reference in the event
of an emergency. It is my experience that
emergencies do not always occur when
everyone is assembled in one place.
Disaster procedures are outlined for
local emergencies-those that affect the
ACUTA olfice or the immediate areasuch as medical, fire, explosions, and minor flooding. Regional events-those that
affect the Bluegrass Airport or wider area

in general-include earthquakes, threatening weather, plane crashes, or others.
The section in our emergency/disaster
plan that I find amusing is titled "Unforeseen]' because it reminds me of the time
during a blackout that I received a call at
home from the manager of our Colum-

bia University Operator Services area.
The space we were using on ll3th Street
between Amsterdam Avenue and Broadway

in New York City had been a storefront,
complete with a motorized, protective gate
over the front door that wouldnt budge
without eiectricity. Once again, security
came to our rescue and discovered the

manual override. It was a perfect example
of remaining calm, thinking quickly, and
working together as a team. That is the
common thread found throughout this
issue of the ACUTA lournal, and it is representative of my belief that remaining calm,
thinking quickly, and working together as
a team are inherent within every successful

IT professional.
Reach Corinne at choch@acuta.org.

a

Approaching the Monster of lT Business
Continuity Planning
Keith Fowlkes
University ol Virginia's College at Wise

For most of us who work in campus IT or
telecom, crisis management and business
continuity planning give way to the pressures of daily work. It happens to everyone,

especially in technology. Time, budget,
and personnel constraints are usually the
obstacles when business

continuity plan-

In addition to looking at possible crisis
scenarios, take some time to evaluate internal resources such as on- and off-campus
relocation spaces, power, air-conditioning,

experience has taught us some valuable lessons, which I am happy to share.

As you begin to evaluate your needs,
make sure your policies and procedures
documentation addresses all the threats

Weve all heard the adage "you dont know
what you've got until it's goneJ' Formal
planning for crisis situations is time
consuming, mind numbing, and quite
frequently depressing. Implementing a
proactive plan can be very costly when
assessing redundancy in equipment and
facilities. Part of my work as CIO at UVAWise is to help colleagues understand what
a prolonged technology outage means for
their operations and staff and to help the
institutional leadership team assess how
much their institution can bear in costs and
'butage time" and help them plan accordingly. For starters, askyour colleagues in
top leadership this question: Ifa disaster
strikes the campus, how long could our
institution be'but of business" before longterm damage to the institutiont student
population, public image, and credibility is
done? Two months? Two weeks? Two days?

mentioned above, especially'tloud" services and storage. Make it clear to all users of
your systems and networks that unauthorized use of systems or misappropriation of
data has well-defined, serious consequences
to individuals personally, even in times of
organizational crisis. Remember to include
data thefl and security incursions as crisis

When you have a good idea of how long
your institution can handle a crisis-related
IT operations outage, take some time to
analyze different approaches to handling
the situation. Are redundant facilities and
equipment (or a "hot site") necessary for an
immediate rollover of operations? As you
know, a hefty price tag is attached to such a

all the potential
threats to your operation. fust a few years
ago, business continuity focused mainly on
the physical threat to data and systems in
an organization. Today, business continuity must include environmental threats
plus external and internal security threats
as well as threats related to data spillage, a
term for data that has been leaked through
its transmission over unsecured e-mail,
storage to nonsecure external drives or
portable storage, and unapproved and nonsecure online cloud storage.

It is impossible to

Spring ZOt

other type of institutional crisis.

external leased Iocations, and institutional
staffcapacities (such as physical plant and

Weaknesses

0

as any

ning doesnt happen. How do you keep the
monster of continuity planning in check
and help your colleagues understand the
potential threats to the organization if IT
operations suddenly stop? At the University
of Virginia's College at Wise (UVA-Wise),

Assesslng the External Threats and lnternal

1

situations. Today, these situations can cause
as much collateral and credibility damage

Z ACUTA Journal of lnlormation Communications Technotogy in Higher Education

assess

procurement services as well as technology
staff).
Formal Planning ls Difficult for Everyone

Figure 1. Organizing the recovery process

Acquirable space (without
or lease targets
Available equipment
(stored or by vendor order)
a

Available application media

a

Reliable data backups
(within four weeks)
Cost: Low

might spend time looking at what
the balance between recovery time and cost
should look like for your institution. For

on campus?

site. You

changing nature of campus operations.

UVA-Wise, our balance is practical in the
blend of off-site network backups coupled
with spare equipment on the shelf for our

After years of reading article after
article about disaster recovery and business
continuation, CIOs (and their operational staff) should have a good grasp on
functional operational recovery. Today,
CIOs must have a good understanding of
recovery from the viewpoint of the overall

core systems. Redundant Web services are
served from an off-campus provider, and

Internet connectivity, as well as telephone
service redundancy, is built into our offcampus, regional telecommunications
design. Our emergency backup network
systems are rounded out by a small number
of portable microwave network dish units
for backup on-campus network services.
We have identified a few alternate locations
in the region from which services could be
temporarily restored when/if needed during a time of crisis.

Our technology continuity planning
at UVA-Wise begins with a strong outline
ofinstitutional priorities coupled with IT

institution.

Does the provost have expectations of

online course continuation/completion if
facilities are damaged in many or all parts
of the campus?

.

What is required by the CFO if replacement equipment or backup facilities work
is needed?

.

Can internal physical plant provide
needed air-conditioning and power to a

backup location?
operational priorities our plan.provides a
. can systems be physicarry secured on
clear undersl.anding of how crisis situations -. -campus as wetl as electronlcally secureo ll
are to be addressed within the larger context of the institution and its overall crisis

Finally, are there competing industries
or institutions that local suppliers or service providers may favor during an areawide crisis, and how can these possible
resource contentions be addressed before a
crisis situation occurs?
Communication of "ln-the-Trenches" Crisis
Planning

Here are a few good questions to ask
your colleagues in your next cabinet meeting:

.

.

' Are off-campus contractual vendor
and disaster planning. Documentation of
needed to pick uP core networkservices
these priorities is very important and someing'
messaging' and/or voice needs
server'
thing that many campuses (including ours)

a

It is very important to inform your campus leadership team as well as your staff
about how IT plans to address a crisis situ-

ation. Discuss the possible crisis scenarios
together, assess the most likely threats,
and prioritize a list of the most critical
system services that would be needed to
continue operations of your most crucial
business/academic units. The information
in Figure I may help you organize your
recovery process. Outline who would be
primarily responsible for their restoration
and what resources would be needed to
bring that service back to life. In discussion with campus leaders, you may find
that your priorities aren t the same as your
colleagues'. It may be important to think
about the reasons why they are different
and discuss your views together.

find to be a challenge given the constantly
ACUTA Journal of lnlormat on Communicatrons Technology n Higher Education Sprlng zOl
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Our operation has assigned staffleadership and technical personnel positions
to priority systems for restoration. Add
primary and secondary leadership to these
tasks in case ofabsence or attrition during a
regional emergency situation.
Lastly, document external resources

return these systems and
services to working order, including vendors, service providers, janitorial services,
necessary to

contractual consultants, and programmers.
It would be desirable if your response had a
price tag attached. Generally, pricing is easy
to receive but it becomes a moving target
over time. Having a general idea of costs
from vendors is a good idea to aid insti-

tutional financial planning during crisis

collegewide crisis management committees.

situations.

Ifyou are not currently a part ofthe planning, get your staffinvolved and help the
group understand the role the department
and its resources play in the overall campus
operation with regard to daily business,
communication, and instruction. Only
then will your colleagues understand the
bigger picture of how technology can aid or
hinder their business continuation efforts.

At this point, discuss this plan with
your colleagues in leadership outside of IT.
Talk about liaisons that would be helpful to processes inside other departments.
These Iiaisons may be your only sources of
information regarding planning in other
departments, so keep them close and well
informed.

Keith Fowlkes is vice chancellor lor IT and CIO at the

It's Your Job to Translate

University of Virginia's College at Wise. Reach him at
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Exercising Contingency Plans

Marjorie Windelberg
University of Maryland University College

Conducting exercises is an essential part
of solid business continuity and disaster
recovery programs, along with planning
and other preparations to deal with any

kind of threat.

Ifyour campus

has not conducted

exercises, you should consider making this

priority. But where do you start? There are
different kinds of exercises, and there are
frameworks for designing and conducting
exercises to achieve solid benefits, rather
than creating an exercise that becomes just
an annual "to do'item.
a

The government might actually provide you

with

a good

starting point if this is a new

concept for your campus. The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has
developed a standard framework of guiding
principles called the Homeland Security
Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP).
Their website (https://hseep.dhs.gov/pages/1001-HSEEPT.aspx) offers four volumes
of materials you can download for free:

.

Volume I: HSEEP Overview and Exer-

cise Program Management

.

Benefits of Exercises

The rationale behind such exercises is that

Figure 1. HSEEP cycle

What ls the HSEEP?

handling a real crisis is much easier if we
have at least imagined ourselves in the situation previously. Even picturing ourselves
responding appropriately actually gives us
a mental head start in an emergency. But
there are other benefits as well. Exercising your plans helps validate that plans
and associated procedures are correct and
complete. Exercises also test how
well you have prepared to respond
to and recover from adverse events,
whether they are physical, such as a
fire or flood, or a cyber incident, such
as a major data leak.

In addition, exercises develop
participants' understanding and
competency and promote teamwork,
particularly with other groups. Some
of these groups may be part of your
Iarger organization, such as campus
security. lacilities. other business
units, or Iegal counsel. Other groups
are external, such as law enforcement
or the Iocal fire department.

Volume II: Exercise Planning and Conduct

. Volume III: Exercise Evaiuation and
Improvement Planning
.

Volume IV Library: Sample Exercise
Materials
HSEEP operates at two levels: program
management and project management (see
Figure 1). At the program level, the organi-

zation assesses its exercise needs, develops
exercise strategies, and creates a multiyear
plan and schedule for exercises. Other
important program activities are managing action items and ensuring continual
improvement.

Within the

exercise program, there may

formally scheduled trainings and exercises each year. Each individual exercise is treated as a project. Every
be one or more

type of contingency plan-cyber incident
response, business continuity, disaster recovery, and more-should include requirements for training, testing, and exercising.
The requirements include the tlpes and
frequency oftraining, tests, and exercises.
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Figure 2. Tlpes ofexercises
Full-Scale Exercises

Figure 2 illustrates how these different
types of exercises vary by complexity and

section, with plans to develop this in more
depth as the TCLs are being reexamined.

the capabilities they require.

Under the 2007 TCL, managing an emergency operations center (EOC) is a major

::E

Planning an Exercise

capability. Two EOC management tasks

ffiits

The three major phases for exercise plan-

from the TCL list are'toordinate activation

ning are (l) developing exercise objectives,
(2) defining the exercise scenario, and (3)
writing the exercise plan. Notice that objec-

of mutual aid agreements to obtain resourc-

tives come before the scenario. This is an
HSEEP best practice to keep exercises fo-

After identifying the r.ulnerabilities and
prioritizing capabilities to remedy them,
participants should define the objectives for

l_
x=
Tabletop Exercises

ii3

cused on improving capabilities. Many organizations tend to build exercises around
IDiscussion Based ffiOperations

Based

scenario (e.g., a fire

a

in the data center), but

that can lead to some necessary skills never
being practiced and others being practiced
Types of Exercises

The HSEEP framework divides exercises
into two types: discussion based and
operations based. HSEEP exercises are
also focused on developing capabilities and

competencies, rather than concentrating
on certain scenarios. Capabilities include
skills, resources, and plans and procedures.

year in and year out with little increase in
competencies.

1. To develop exercise objectives, participants start by identifying potential
vulnerabilities for the organization. Good
questions to elicit this information are:

.
.

What hasnt been exercised before?

Discussion-based exercises include:

What was not done well in prior incidents or exercises?

.

Seminars that orient participants to
new/updated plans, policies, procedures;

. What capabilities need practice (e.g.,
they have not been practiced recently or

.

there are suspected shortcomings)?

.

The next step is to choose capabilities
related to the listed vulnerabilities and

l.

Workshops that build specific products
such as a draft exercise plan;
Tabletop exercises that provide a frame-

work for participants to discuss simulated

prioritize them. Some core capabilities are

scenarios to assess plans, procedures, and

planning, operational coordination, and
public information and warning. Other
capabilities belong to the phases in business continuity: prevention, mitigation,
response, or recovery.

more;

.

Games that simulate operations using
competitive teams.
2. Operations-based exercises include:

.

Drills that test a single specific operation or function (for example, recovering
from backups);

.

Functional exercises that validate
coordination, command, and control for an
emergency operations center;

.

Full-scale exercises that involve multiple
operational participants simulating realtime response to an incident.

14

Capabilities are somewhat broad, and
DHS has developed extensive lists of tasks
for each capability. These are documented
in the target capabilities Iist (TCL), available at www.fema.gov/pdf/government/
training/tcl.pdf. The TCL dates from 2007
and does not include cyber capabilities
or tasks. The new National Preparedness
Goal (201 1 ) now includes a cybersecurity
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and'toordinate resource logistics and
distributionl'
es"

the exercise. The objectives should be suf-

ficiently challenging to ensure that learning
takes place. Ifthe objectives are too hard,
participants may feel that they have failed
the exercise. (And pass/fail should neverbe
the criterion for evaluating exercises; rather
it should be "What can we improve?"). The
opposite problem is setting the bar too low

for exercise objectives. When objectives are
too easy, organizations can claim high success rates that are unlikely to reflect actual
capabilities in a crisis.

Next, participants should write up three
to seven objectives. Under HSEEP, these
will drive the exercise's evaluation criteria.
A well-written objective defines who does
what, to a certain specified standard, under
some condition. Objectives are often time
based (how long it takes to perform a task)
or quality based, such as performing a task
accurately and completely (see Figure 3).

2.

Once the objectives are defined, participants start building a scenario that fits the
capabilities to be exercised. A best practice

identify scenario elements first. For a
recovery exercise, it may be the conditions
is to

that exist as response winds down. For a
response exercise, these include the threats
or hazards that manifest themselves. For
large, complex response exercises, there
may be cascading threats; for example, a
massive blizzard causes extended power
outages that then result in communications failures. Another possible scenario
might be multiple, unrelated hazards, such

lire soolr after [he blizzarcl. In
aclclition to identit\-ing thc tlrreats 1br
as a iartie

thc- scen:Lrio, lhe
s1'ror-r1i1

[igr-rre 3. Sanrple erercise obicctn-c's

corresponding irnpircts

Discussion-based exercise objective

bc istccl.
1

(l'ho) l-ill cietailthc stcps ther-rnusl talie (rvlrat) u'itl-ritt
tirur hours (stanclarcl) oi r total loss oi cvber inliastrr-rcture (condition).
Scnior ollicials

Oth,ir scclllrrio

elcnre nts

that ueed to

bc c1ocr,rmented are im1.rortan1 conclitions. lhcsc mar. bc \\'eathcr conclitions

or tirne liames such as the Lime of dav
ard clar o1 ueek. Another tr,pe of cor-rrlition rloulcl bc spccial even[s occLrrring,
such irs 1a11 serleste r nrove in to cirmpr.ls
rcsiclcnces or .r contro\,ersia1 spealtel
colning to spcirk on crnrpr.ls.
3.

Nert, nsing the

clehne cl clenre nts,

it

is

tir]re to u ritc a narrirtive oi the scenario.
In the FIS[,[:I] methociologr', it master
scenirLio evcnt list or \lSl.L (pronouncecl
"rneaslc") neccls to be clo'e lopecl tirr

t1-re

fir:st

Operations-based exercise objective
the abilitl'of IT oper-ations sLrrll'(n'ho) to re.over thc cnterprise appltca
tions sl-stem (l.hat) aftel ulriving at thr'altemate site (conclition), nsing estal-r
F.r.rlr.Late

Ii sh ccl

proceclr-rres (stanclarcl).

participants. The purposc of

krnger rlrills or tr-rnctional ancl i'r-tll-scalr:
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cxerciscs. thc \lSF.l. is a sciredr-L1e o1'erenLs
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Figure 4. Sample MSEL

'1000

1000

Start exercise
Pipe burst-major

N/A

Simulated

sewer pipe burst
spills near ollices

1002

sounds

Building A

N/A

SimCell

Contact facilities

of water

Report lrom building
occupant: "A pipe burst
and there's water and nasty

Occupant

Receptiondesk

Phone

stuif is flooding everything!"

participants may be told that the additional
resources they need are not available (e.g.,
someone with special expertise), or that
incident conditions are far worse than
previously known.
Contingency injects are used only if a
critical expected outcome in the MSEL fails
to occur or someone makes a bad decision
during the exercise, thereby impeding
progress or preventing evaluation of a
capability. An example would be forgetting
to send a campuswide alert to shelter in
place. The person controlling the exercise
as it plays out must have the expertise to
recognize that there is an issue and briefly
step in with the contingency inject.
Exercise Personnel

We can identify at least six different roles
for those who are part o[ an exercise.

.

Participants: For an operations-based
participants-those who
perform the functions and need to demonstrate competency-are the main players.
exercise, the

.

complex exercise with numerous participants.

. SimCell controller: The SimCell (simulation cell) controller is responsible for the
overall exercise. The SimCell also simulates
personnel or functions that are not actual
exercise participants, delivering messages
that represent actions or information from
those groups. For example, the campus
president or law enforcement may not participate in the exercise, but their roles are
necessary to the scenario playbook. The
SimCell also issues the contextual injects.
.

Evaluators: Evaluators are used in both

operational and tabletop exercises. Using
an exercise evaluatort guide, they watch
and listen to see ifthe exercise's objectives
are being met. In addition, they take notes
for later review. For example, an evaluator may notice that someone improvised a
clever solution to a problem encountered.

.

Observers: Observers may be invited to
an exercise. They have no participating role

in the exercise. Observers may be from the

Actors: For some exercises, actors will
also be used to play certain roles. Actors
might play victims of a shooting or members of a protest crowd, for example.

media, a nonparticipating group, or a fellow

. Controllers: Exercises also need one or
more controllers, who supervise progress
and deliver injects. Ifan exercise takes
place in multiple venues, each venue needs

Besides personnel, exercise resources
need to be arranged when scheduling an
operational exercise. For a drill, very few
resources may be needed, such as the sys-

at least one
1

6

controller, and more if it is

a

organization.
Resources

tem and data backups to restore a system.
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Functional and full-scale exercises require
more extensive resources, specified by
quantity and by t1pe, such as the number
and type of servers, routers, and network
cables. A physical disaster scenario might
require equipment and vehicles, props, and
even special effects such as smoke or fog.
Another planning element is the
exercise venue or venues for operational

exercises. The SimCell location may be
the EOC or a "war room" equipped with
phones, computers, white boards, and office supplies. The actual exercise location
chosen depends on the exercise scenario
as well as factors such as ease ofaccess or

ability to control access, providing room for
observers, and, if outdoors, consideration
of possible weather conditions. For complex physical scenarios, multiple locations
may be used-for example, a gymnasium
and a residence hall.
Venue planning also includes locations
for support activities, such as a registration
desk for participants and others attending the exercise and parking for everyone.
For a physical event scenario, there may
also be staging areas for needed supplies
and equipment or vehicles such as a bus to
transport uninjured victims from the scene.
Exercise Documentation

Exercise planners are also responsible for
developing an exercise day schedule. The

exercise may require some

artificialities

regarding the scheduling. For example,
the exercise may take place on a weekday
morning, while the scenario is set on a
Saturday evening. See Figure 5 for a sample
three-hour exercise schedule.
The schedule also identifies administra-

tive activities such as registration. For a
tabletop exercise or a simple drill, the briefings for controllers, evaluators, and participants may take place 30 minutes before the
exercise begins, as long as the personnel
have received their exercise documentation beforehand. For a longer exercise, the
controllers and evaluators may be briefed a
day or two before the exercise.

Figure 5. Sample exercise day schedule

Start

Time

Activity

Personnel Needed

0700 .............Support staff, controllers ....................................... Set up venues
0730 ............. Participants, actors, evaluators ............................. Check
0745

.............Controllers

.............. Check

in and registration
communications

0800 .............Controllers, participants, actors ........................... Conduct

briefing

0815.............Controllers, evaluators, participants, actors.......Report to venues
0830.............Controllers, evaluators, participants, actors.......Start exercise (STARTEX)
I l30.............Controllers, evaluators, participants, actors.......End exercise (ENDEX)

1200.............Controllers, evaluators, participants, actors.......Hot wash debriefing

The key piece of documentation is the

plan, and this is a closely held
document before the exercise, shared only
with those planning and managing the
exercise. Participants and actors should
not see the exercise plan. Under HSEER
the exercise plan for a tabletop is referred
to as a situation manual. A completely
documented exercise also has a participants'guide, a controller handbook, and an
exercise evaluation guide for evaluators to
determine whether exercise objectives are
being met and to take notes.
exercise

After the Exercise

Immediately after the exercise concludes, a
quick debriefing called a "hot wash'takes
place with all participants, actors, controllers, and evaluators. They offer their
thoughts on what went well and what did
not go well during the exercise. For tabletops, participants may also be asked what
they learned and how they might apply that
knowledge.
The hot wash information feeds into
the after-action review (AAR). Evaluators
write up their notes for the AAR, and all
the information is compiled into a formal
report. The final exercise report should be

delivered no more than six weeks after the
exercise.

The final step is to develop and execute
an improvement plan based on the findings

in the after-action report. An improvement
plan can recommend changes to policies, plans, or procedures; improvements
in competencies (such as more training
or contracting for on-call experts); or
improvements to resource capabilities, such
as better logistics, checking stockpiles to
make sure supplies are sufficient and fresh
enough to use, or having greater quantities

and a budget to execute the plan. The
improvement plan is part of the overall life
cycle approach to business continuity and
disaster recovery management.
Conclusion

If your campus does not have a training
schedule that prepares your staff for an
emergency, you are putting your institution
at unnecessary risk. Start at the low end of
the chart with a seminar or workshop, and
work up to more thorough preparation. AII

it takes is one disaster to realize the return
on your investment of time.

on hand.
The improvement plan also identifies
priorities for implementing the changes.
For example, fixing a serious compliance
deficiency would rank ahead ofadopting

practice. Other criteria for prioritizing include interdependencies (e.g., a
human resources policy has to be changed
before requiring personnel to obtain certifia good

Dr. Marjorie Windelberg, CISM, CISA, CISSP, currently consults to the federal government on cybersecurity best practices. At the University of Maryland
University College, she teaches a course on business
continuity and disaster recovery that is part ol the
graduate program in homeland security management. A member of ACUTA since 1994, Marjorie has
presented at ACUTA conferences, published anicles

inthe ACUTA Journal,

and contributed a chapter on

cations).

physical security and disaster planning in Carnpus

Finally, the improvement plan is also a
project plan, with milestones to complete
tasks, assigned responsibiliry for each task,

published by ACUTA in 2007. Contact Marjorie at

Communication Systems: Converging Technologies,

mwindelberg

@

faculty.umuc.edu.
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Building a Critical-Services Data Network
The Managed Facilities-Based Voice Network

Walt Magnussen and
Jason McOonnell

Over a decade ago, Texas A&M began the convergence ofservices onto an Internet protocol (IP)based data network when we migrated our video
systems to the ITU H.323 standard. The next major
application to move to the data network was voice
with the introduction of VoIP and the session initiated protocol (SIP). The convergence took another
step forward with entertainment video migrating to
the net through both streamed video and IPTV.

Although the transition is almost complete,
there is a major obstacle to getting the last few
applications online: the Iack of network reliability
that is required to support life-safety applications.
Today, these applications are limited to fire-alarm
panels; however, these requirements will most
likely become fundamental for surveillance-alarm
systems, security cameras, environmental controls,
and access-control systems in the future.
For years the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) would support fire-alarm panel con,
nections only over telephone company loop-start
voice circuits. The rationale behind this decision
was that its services were delivered over equipment

designed with 100 percent redundancy, utilizing DC
power plants that could provide 24 hours ofbackup

power. This was easier for the PSTN providers to support since their equipment was centralized.

In 2007 , the NFPA began to ask the question,
"What do we do when the legacy PSTN no longer
exists?" The traditional class 5 central offrces made
by Nortel and Lucent are no longer manufactured.
Even the more conservative telephone companies are
migrating toward lower-cost IP-based soft switches.
Most campuses are replacing their PBX systems with
some version of IP-based telephone service carried on
the data network. This led to the NFPAs definition of
the managed facilities-based voice network (MFVN).
This definition is found in the NFPA 72 National Fire
Alarm and Signaling Code, currently in the 2010 revision.

Early data networks were rarely designed with a
carrier-class level of reliability. The prevailing logic

it was senseless to design high-reliability data
networks when end-user devices rarely, ifever, had
significant backup power. The NFPA approved adding
Iife-safety services to the enterprise data networks as
long as the network met the MFVN requirements.
These requirements include the following:
was that

1.
2.

Loop-start voice circuit
Pathway reliability ensured by proactiye manage-

ment, operation, and maintenance
Irigure 1. DC Por,ver Planl

3.

Eight hours ofbackup power

4.

Installation of network equipment in secure facili-

ties

,,,,.,,',,,,,,,',,lll

UPS

Seryer or

Nelwork
Device

Of these requirements, the most dilficult to
support is the eight hours ofbackup power due to
the distributed nature of modern data networks.
Enterprise architectures include one or more major
data centers, distributed core enterprise switches, a
primary building switch (located in the main distribu-

tion frame, or MDF), and several access switches
(located in intermediate distribution frames, or IDFs).
The 300 foot cable length requirement that is a part

DC Power Plant

Server or

Network
Device

1
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of the underlying Ethernet standards will dictate the
number of IDFs required in a building. This distrib-

Figure 2. Small UPS for minor power transitions

analyze real-life scenarios. For the Purpose
of this exercise, we considered typical

with an inexpensive gateway. Both proactive
network monitoring and communications

power loads of both an MDF with a core
switch and two access switches (supporting
48 ports of POE each), and an IDF with
two access switches. The estimated energy
consumption of each of these facilities is:

room security are matters of good practice
in enterprise network design and management. Of the four, the battery backup is the
most daunting.

MDF

tion difficult is the lack of availability of
small access switches with DC Power supplies. While most, if not all, Iarge switches
and routers have either AC or DC (or both)
options, very few of the manufacturers offer
this capability in their smaller 24- and 48-

Cisco 6504 switch
Cisco 2960 switch

1,350 watts

Cisco 2960 switch

690 watts
2,730 watts

Total

690 watts

IDF
Cisco 2960 switch
Cisco 2960 switch

Total

690 watts
690 watts
1,380 watts

Providing an eight-hour run time for
2,730 watts in the MDF (56.87 amps of
-48V DC power or 22.75 amps of 120V
uted architecture creates an environment
that may include dozens or even hundreds

of IDFs on

a

large campus.

For the past several decades, there has
been a dichotomy in architectural design

philosophies between legacy voice engineers and Iegacy data engineers. While
data engineers favored uninterruptable
power supply (UPS) technology for system
backup, voice engineers understood the
benefit of DC power plants. The difference between how the two svstems

shown in Figure

work

is

1.

In Figure 1, the UPS technology
converts building power to DC power
for storage in the UPS batteries. The UPS
then converts the stored DC energy back
into AC power to support the network
device(s). Since all computing devices use
DC energy internally, the server or network device converts the AC energy back
into DC power within its AC power supply.
In the case of the DC power plant, once
the energy is converted into DC, it remains
DC and is connected to the DC power sup-

ply of the network device.
The difference between these two
solutions is easily recognizable when you

AC) would cost approximately $10,800 for
a DC power system and over $18,200 for an
AC-powered UPS. (Using the largest UPS
practical-a 20KVA UPS, the calculated
run time is actually only 5.9 hours.) The
same eight hours for the IDF load (28.75
ampsof -48VDCor 11.50ampsof 120V
AC) would cost $6,225 for the DC power
system and $11,400 for the AC UPS system.
These costs do not include physical installation or maintenance, which should be
comparable for both solutions.
Most IDF and MDF installations currently include a small UPS designed to
make it through minor power transitions.
(See Figure 2.) Run times are typically in
the minutes or lOs-of-minutes time frames.
Generators can be used to augment run
times, but the NFPA is clear that the eighthour required backup is battery based and
not a combination ofbattery and generator.
This is likely due to operational reliability
issues that are common in generators. They
are also expensive to install and maintain if
they are not already in place.
The other three requirements of the
MFVN are easily solvable. A loop-start
circuit can be supported on a data network

One issue currently making this transi-

port varieties. Space to install the DC power
plants is tlpically not an issue, as the IDFsize system will fit in approximately half of a
rack. The DC solution also has a lower heat
load factor (BTU) than the UPS alternative.
The current mindset is that DC powerbased backup systems are too expensive

to deploy, and if one were to look at it as a
complete campuswide one-time project, the
costs would be intimidating. However, the
current practice at Texas A&M University is
to focus on all new buildings and remodels
and slowly work our way out from there.
This approach is much like running a marathon in that it is a tough goal, but no one
ever crosses the finish line without taking
the first step.
The NFPA has done a good job ofdefining what a high-reliability network should
contain. With our ever-increasing dependency on cloud- and network-based services

for everlthing from entertainment to education to life safety, we must take the first step
toward installation of DC power-based
backup systems.
Walt Magnussen is director ol telecommunications at
Texas A&M. A former ACUTA president, Walt is also
a frequent speaker at ACUTA events and contributes
regularly to the Journal.

Jason McConnell is a senior network engineer in the
telecom department at Texas A&M. Reach him at
jason-mcconnell

@

mail.telecom.tamu.edu.
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lnterfacing Systems to Maintain
Data lntegrity

Sheard Goodwin
University of Florida

Everyone relies on documentation. Inventory
departments track their physical assets by main-

plans for every building on campus. They, not
CNS, were the authority of record for main-

taining property records. The telecommunications departments at most universities use their
documentation as the basis of chargeback models that support internal billing. IT departments
support desktop patching efforts with their
documentation. And everyone relies on their
documentation to support disaster recovery efforts and management of emergency services.

taining building floor plan information. With
mechanisms in place to ensure that their records were kept up-to-date, CNS approached
facilities about hosting the Wallplate location
information. With some programming effort
on their part, they empowered us to host our
information on their system.

But maintaining those records can be
problematic. Most universities spread the
responsibility of maintaining documentation

safeguards facilities planning had put

across

multiple departments. Each individual

department maintains the records pertaining to
its own responsibilities. Property departments
maintain property records. Facilities departments maintain space and utility records. And
telecommunications and network departments
maintain both physical and logical connectivity
records.
Floor Plans and STARS
Ten years ago, the University of Florida (UF)

We soon discovered that the procedural

in place
to keep the floor plan information current
were not performing as well as expected. We
discovered new walls where none were documented and rooms and additions to buildings
that were never reported. With some frustration, CNS technicians reported these probIems to facilities planning. In some cases, we
needed to wait until they repaired the errors

in their floor plan documentation before we
could continue with our work.
This sometimes introduced delays in the
production of networking documentation.
But, this let us repay the kindness facilities
planning had shown us. For hosting our data,
the facilities planning space data department
(three people) now gained an additional 20
technicians that wandered the campus checking and updating their information. Where
problems might slip through their procedures,
our technicians would serve as an extra layer
of data checking for their information.

computing and networking services (CNS)
department decided to respect those divisions
of responsibility. CNS was moving forward
with the wallplate initiative, a plan to centralize
building network support. We needed a method
to document the locations of faceplates within
buildings all over campus as well as floor plan
information to guide technicians who were
entering unfamiliar areas. CNS was considering hosting individual CAD drawings for each
building where CNS managed the network.
With over 1,000 buildings to manage, CNS was
not eager to embrace this challenge.

Two completely different departments with
differing responsibilities had found a way to
improve service with no increase in budget by
simply working together.

The UF facilities planning department maintained a website that allowed staffto view floor

From there, our level of interaction only
increased. Soon, CNS and facilities planning

Figure 1. Documentation dependencies
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were sending each other automated nightly
views of the other's data. With our outlet
and connection information, facilities

planning customized an original software
package cailed STARS. All UF IT statf
could now view our connection informa_
tion graphicaily over the Web. With the
facilities planning room information, CNS
was able to install a series of checks against
our data entry that filtered out thousands
ofprevious incorrect room numbers and
location errors. A technician would no
ionger be able to enter room data into CNS
documentation unless that room had been
defined by faciliries planning.
Keeping floor plan information up_to_
critical for CNS. CNS
technicians now found themselves helping
date now became

facilities planning secure floor plan infor_
mation from contractors or local depart,
ments.
Billing and lnventory
STARS publicized some of our shortcomings to a much broader audience. With
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more people viewing CNS documentation,
typos in our documentation became more
apparent. Interactions with facilities planning helped address errors in our location

information, but switch and telecom circuit
information was still unchecked.
With the success of our facilities plan_
ning interaction behind us, we approached
CNS inventory authorities and asked for
their help. They provided us an automated
nightly view into their inventory records.
We were shocked to discover that in 15
percent of our records, we documented

connections to equipment that our inven_
tory department claimed did not exist.
By working together, the networking
and inventory branches ofCNS quickly
resolved the discrepancies. The database
management staff installed more error_
checking algorithms into our networking
data entry. A technician could no longer

document a network connection to a device
until the equipment existed in the inven_
tory database.

This addressed problems in our
networking documentation, but we soon
discovered that changes in the inventory
database lvere carried out with little regard
to other systems. Changing a switch name
could cause dozens of errors to crop up
in our networking documentation. Our
documentation would then be referencing
a piece of equipment that no longer existed.
But by forcing our networking documen_
tation to reiy on inventory, we were now
aware of the problem.
We approached the database manage_

ment team and asked them for a solution.
Since each system that interacted was
independent, we could not require changes
in one system to carry over into the other.
Facilities planning, inventory, and the
network documentation staff each wanted
to maintain control over its own data.
We ail resolved that the database man_
agement team would use the nightly views

from other databases to create
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error report. That error report would
communicate every discrepancy between
the networking documentation, inventory
database, and facilities planning location
database. The CNS networking staffwould
take responsibility for reviewing the errors and determine what action would be
necessary to remove them. In cases where
the discrepancy was caused by an error in

the networking documentation, the networking staffwould address the problem

directly. Otherwise, the networking staff
would file the necessary work orders to institute the changes in the non-networking
database.

For example, if a network engineer
replaced a switch without updating the networking documentation, no errors would
be created. Errors do not exist until there is
a discrepancy between databases. Once the

inventory personnel remove the o1d piece
of electronics from inventory, a number of
errors will be created. Network documentation now references a piece ofequipment that no longer exists. A networking
technician will be assigned to investigate
the error and determine that only networking records need to be brought up-to-date'
(This particular example is drawn from
a hardware upgrade that took place on
December 16 at the University of Florida')
Once this rePort was being created in
an automated manner, a number of other
potential errors were added to the algo-

rithm. Since our network documentation
database also serves as our telecommunications and network billing database, a num-

ber ofbilling-specific criteria were entered
into our checks. Currently this error survey
checks more than 60,000 records in our
cabling and network connection documentation for the following information:

.

Has an inactive cable record had all
electronics information removed?

.

Is an active port being

billed appropri-

ately? This includes a number of separate

.

Has an active network port been as-

signed a unique Port identifier?

.

Is the active

documented in

a

switch

the inventory database?

.

Does the location information for this
connection exist in the facilities planning
database?
NMS and Active Data Verification
Some time later, CNS began deploying new

standards for port security on all of our
access layer switches. New policies would
shut down network access if we detected
the presence of hubs or local electronics in
user olfices. We needed a way to communicate to local IT staffwhen our standards
had shut down a local port and why' We

included in this message our network
documentation to let the local IT staff
know where they might expect the outage
to appear.
We again learned that not all of our

network documentation was working as
expected. All of our previous attempts at
error checking addressed the validity of the
data (was the entry possible?), but did not

of error checking went through the same
evolution as our inventory checks' Each time
we cleared away a set of errors we thought
of something new we could check against'

critical component
systems'
monitoring
in many of our network
Since NMS was already a

integration was simple. However, the integration of multiple checks against multiple systems called for a phased deployment, and we
found enough errors to make the correction

truly daunting process. CNS is currently
working on a phased deployment of this
a

system.

Network electronics are cleared of errors
and have entered into a weekly scanning effort to ensure errors don't creep back into the
system. Currently this error survey checks
16,000 active

ports'worth ofactive electron-

ics for the following information:

Does this switch Port have an entry in

.

our network documentation?

address the veracity of the data (was the

.

entry true?).

wireless AP, or another switch, is that device

CNS runs a network management system (NMS) that was charged with sending
notifications to the local IT staff concerning
port security-related outages' The system

in our inventorY?

would poll the switch to determine what
subnet was served by the offending switch

.

port, look up that subnet in a contact database, e-mail those responsible for managing
that subnet, and deliver far-end location
information retrieved from our network

If this switch port connects to

.

If this switch port connects to

or

If this switch port connects to an AR

has that AP's location been documented

in

STARS?

.

If this switch port connects to an AP, has
that AP been properly named in our wireless

To address our veracitY Problem, we
spoke with the group that manages NMS'
Within a few days they had scripted our

standards?

in Higher Education
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a UPS

DNS entry?

controller servers?

first cross check between our documentation and switch-based SNMP queries' We

a UPS,

another switch, does that device have a valid

documentation database' This one application tied together systems we had been
working with for Years'

checks.
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port connected by

now knew every switch Port on our campus
that was in a "no shut" state and had no corresponding network documentation'
While we moved quickly to address our
documentation problem, this new method

.

If this switch port connects to a UPS,
is the load on that UPS within acceptable

.

If this switch port connects to

a UPS

or

another switch, has that device been entered
in our Nagios network monitoring system?

.

If this sr,vitch port hasn,t shorvn activitl.
in over
30 da1.s, when lvas the last time
it shou,ed an active

link?

Each check against outside systems (r,r.ireless

controllers, UpS SNMP queries, DNS
tables, and
so on) discovered as many problents
n,ith those
svstems as with our o\{n. \,\re
nor,r, addr:ess them all
as part ofa coordinated docurnentation
effort in
Ihe salne ntanncr r: lhc inventol.)
check. dir_
cussed earlier.
Conclusion

Most documentation solutior-rs offer
themselves
solution to documentation n,oes. And,
according to all good clatabase design
rules, the
centrallzation ofdata enables the sin_rplification
of
both data entry and validation.
as a single

Unfortunateh., most organizations simpiy
can

not make this happen politically.
At the Universiq,
of Florida, u,e har.e found that by
sharing information among our l.arious systems r,ve can
achieve
the same eftbct as centralizatiot-r. In
t-act, since all
parties must agree on the inforn-ration
in their
connecting clatabase llelds, all parties
must be
involved in any conflict. Staflmembers
becotne

familiar rvith tlre functions and abiiities
of other

departn'rents.

By establishing these links and encouraging
constant contmunication among
these groups, ne
foster a creative enr.ironment. Stalf
n-ientbers consider tapping into the strengths ofother
depart_
ments lnstead of hiring outside consultants.
As I r,r.rite this, the UF facilities planning
department is piloting a project n ith
the p,irp..ry
'
department to track IT equipment. ny

rri,rgit.,"

MAC address of a netrr.ork carcl in a pC (relorded
br the locrl I f departmenl ). thcl c.rn
Iocate the
sr,r.itch port connected to that
der.ice (using
NMS)

and then cross-ref'erence that \\,ith
our netitork

documentation (pir.rnacle database)
to deterrnine the lar-end Iocation
of that cable

cablir-rg

(r,alidated by facilities planning).
And none of rhis
u.ould be possible nithout all of us.
Sheard Goodwin rs team leader at
the Universrty of Florida.
@ ufl,edu.

Beacn him at sneardg
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Don't Get Punked
the hacker underground
Safeguarding your computers from

Joe Dysart

University communications tech pros
of
uneasy about the increasing frequency

With
unsolved hacker cases can take heart:
significantly
can
you
a bit of planning,
reduce your vulnerability to a comPuter
break-in via the Internet'
at giSo far, it's been computer breaches

and
ant corporations like Visa, MasterCard'
of
group
shadowy
a
PayPal-perpetrated by
have
hackers known as'Anonymous"-that
grabbed most of the headlines'

'Anonymous is heroic to many people
who are sick of government lies and weary
of government intrusion-unwarranted
U'S'
and warrant-less-into the lives of

citizensl' says Sharon D' Nelson' president
of Sensei Enterprises, a computer security
consulting firm'
"They have become very much like-in
the Ter minator movies-the Resistance
fighting Skynetl' she says' "Many are script
is a
kiddies or amateur hackers' But there
extraordihave
who
hackers
core grouP of

nary skills. They present one ofthe greatest
security threats ofrecent years' And we
their
have not, so far, done a lot to counter

intrusionsl'
But while AnonYmous' exPloits have
been reserved for big game' Web security
is
exPerts say virtually every institution
someby
hacked
seriously at risk of being
and
one these days-especially colleges
little
with
universities exposed to the Web

or no Protection'
'Rogue applications, clickj acking'
unheard of just a couple

"ut'-all
"""y
daily
ofyears ago' are now popping up on a
basis on social networks such as Facebookl'
says

Graham Cluley' a senior technology
a comPuter

:::::Iil
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securit,

"Many computer users still dont realize
nasty
that you can wind up with something
a Web
on your machine simply by visiting
rerecently
firm
sitel' says Cluley, whose
(www'
2011
leased Security Threat Report:

sophos.com/security/topic/security-threatreport-2011'html).
Moreau, chief technology officer
Joseph
Oswego'
at State University of New York at

agrees: "I believe there to be a far greater
risk than there has ever been and substantially greater than our user community
hackers
understands it to be' No longer are
found
have
They
door'
back
the
in
coming
acmany front doors that are far easier to
cess.

"Given that many colleges and universities are the custodians oftens' ifnot
hundreds, of thousands of student and
and
employee records that contain valuable
sensitive personally identifi able information, the information security stakes are

very high for us."
Adds David Escalante, director of com"The curputer security at Boston College:
application
is
rent'sweet spot' for intruders
vulnerabilities. The Web per se isnt the
risk It's vulnerable Web applications coded
secuby people who dont employ adequate
rity measuresi'

of
The security take-away? Institutions
fact
all sizes need to make peace with the
time
that hackers wont be neutralized any
their
that
up
fess
to
need
they
And
soon.
current comPuter defenses may be Silly
Putty in the hands of experienced hackers'
The best way to begin hardening your
digital perimeter is to realize that the

pJrron or staff responsible for your Web
....,.rty is the overarching factor in keeping
your campus safe-and not necessarily the

security technology they administer and
oYersee.

"Fundamentally, good security really
just good systems administration," says
Ira Winkler, founder of Internet Security
Advisors Group, another computer security
consulting firm. 'And if you cant afford
or cant get a good system administrator, I
recommend outsourcing that."
is

Boston colleget Escalante agrees: "The

problem is not one that can be solved by
buying the'right' software packages. It
requires detailed knowledge by applica-

standing up Web seryers, and security
staff. Even secure software can usually be
configured to be insecure, so education and
knowledge are big pieces of the puzzle."
says the smallest

according to Winkler.

At minimum, Sensei's Nelson recommends a quality firewail that's properly
configured and Internet security software
that guards against viruses, malware, and
splnvare. There should also be security
policies in place regarding password
length, complexity, and the like, Nelson
says. And you'll also need to be sure staff
gets the message that your institution's

tion implementers, system programmers

In fact, Winkler

In other words, you may want to
move your critical systems to the cloud,
so you can take advantage of the relatively
sophisticated Web security offered there,

Web security is serious business.
Be careful with any custom-made
software, Nelson adds, since these programs are rarely subjected to the rigorous

security testing that popular, established
software endures. Content management
systems (CMS)-software designed to enable campuses to easily update their websites-are often custom made. 'A custom
CMS is usually a bad ideal' Nelson says.

of

institutions nill probably be better served
by an outsourced, third-party solution,
given that the entire focus ofa top-notch
network systems provider is on configuring, maintaining, and securing computer

Adds Boston College's Escalante: "For
in-house applications, I can do no better
than refer people to OWASP (www.owasp.
org), the Open Web Application Security
Project, which has a wealth of details
regarding securing Web applications."
Many people also get lazy about
passwords. Surprisingly, one of the most
commonly used is P-A-S-S-W-O-R-D-

trivial oversight that has
spelled the undoing ofcountless, otherwise stellar computer security systems.
a seemingly

Nelson recommends complex aphanumeric passwords of more than l2
characters, which are tough to crack even
by password-stealing software specifically designed for the purpose. And she
reminds people to use different IDs and
passwords at different gateways.

Com-tech pros also need policies in
place to establish lockouts after a system
user has entered a predetermined number
of incorrect IDs or passwords, Nelson
adds. And the same lockout fail-safe

systems,24l7.
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needs to activate the moment an employee

departs or is terminated from the practice.
For protection of especially critical data,
Winkler advises multiple authentication,
such as the use of two or three passwords
to access a website maintenance account,
rather thanjust one. And he says orga-

nizations whose data privacy is especially
critical should consider investing in data
leakage prevention software.
Staff also needs to stay on the

lookout

for social engineering ploys-a fancy term
for when a hacker forsakes the digital black
arts and takes the easy route by tricking
someone at an institution into surrendering
crown jewels with a friendly phone call or a
seemingly innocuous e-mail.
Regular meetings, newsletters, or
memos about security vigilance also offer
an opportunity for colleges and universities

to update staff about the latest smoke-and-

mirrors in vogue among hackers.
Adds Oswego's Moreau: "I think our
user community does not fully understand
what motivates the modern hacker. In the
bld daysl hackers were more of an an-

Why should you

attend ACUTA's
Annual Conference

noyance than anlthing. Breaking into a
computer system was often about bragging
rights. Today, hackers are motivated by

moneyi'
For more thorough security, you'll also

want to conduct periodic, independent
third-party audits. "Ifyou give it to the

There are of course other ways to further toughen your security. Nelson plans to
release an entire book on the subject next
year. But at a certain point, you'll probably need to concede that your security will
never be perfect-only, hopefully, good
enough.

cloud, it's their probleml'Nelson says.
"There's a big debate about whether that's a
good or bad thing. If you're going to do it,
do it completely and use virtualized desktops. In a mixed-bag scenario, both parties

'Anybody who sells you 'perfect security'is a fool or a liarl'Winkler says. "What
security is about is risk management' The
more you elevate security, the more you're
raising the bat and the more exponentially

have risksl'

you're decreasing Your risk."

Communications technology pros with
especially sensitive data should also consider another layer of security' "You should
have intrusion detection and prevention
systems, including honeypots-bogus data

to attract a hacker there so they can be
picked upi' Nelson says.

Agrees Robert Ono, information
security officer, University of California,
Davis: "The protection of every institu-

tional computing system and data is similar
to homeland security-too many targets,
and ensuring the security of all targets is an
impossible task. At best, we can achieve a

"You can place resources in a DMZ (demilitarized zone), isolating them from the
production networkl'she adds' "You need
the logging system to have a methodology
to send alerts when predetermined events

reasonable risk levell'
Joe Dysart is an lnternet speaker and business
consultant based in Manhattan. You can reach him at
joe@ joedysart.com.

happen, or artificial intelligence products
that do heuristic analysis and trigger alerts.

We learn by tistening. Here are some quotes from last year's keynote address by Simon Baitey.

to make an impression but to teave an imPrint.

We are not here

The intersection of lnsight and
lnformation is lnnovation.

in lndianapolis
Aprit 29-May
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Brittiance is reteased in an environment where
you are cetebrated and not just toterated.
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Gig.U: Networking's Field of Dreams
when colleges build it, will the communities come and the economy grow?

Curt Harler

The traditional rivalry between town and
gown may find common ground in cyber_
space. That is one of the promises of a new

initiative known

as Gig.U.

They say one can never be too skinny or
have too fast a network. With the coming of
Gig.U, colleges plan to offer gigabit network
connections on campus and around the
surrounding communities. The schools will
be the catalysts, not the service providers.
However, there is reasonable hope that the
Gig.U initiative will stimulate the economy
of college towns and communities in a
variety of ways. The vision is to provide
world-class test beds based on a gigabit
network and to have applications sprout as
a result of the

bandwidth availability_not
simple entertainment but R&D projects that
can provide real economic benefit from gig
speeds.
To put gigabit speed

it takes less than

in perspective,

minute to download a
high-quality version of a feature-length film
at gig speeds. The hot network will include
both fiber and wireless. The heat is on even
as far away as the University of Alaska.
a

'Alaska is on the forefront of major environmental, energy, and climate research
with global implicationsj'notes Karl Kowalski, chief information technology oIficer
for the University of Alaska System. ..While
much has been done to connect the University of Alaska-Fairbanks to major research
networks, our communities, our partners,
and our state could advance this research
through innovative test beds and community
involvement if ultra-high-speed networks
were available to all," Kowalski says.

University of Alaska is one of three
dozen American universities supporting the

plan to build Gig.U, as the ultra-high-speed
computer network is fondly known.
"The goal of Gig.U is to accelerate the
deployment of next-generation networks
and services in the United States,,,says Blair
Levin, a fellow at the Aspen Institute and
the executive director of Gig.U. That is not
as simple as

it sounds.

"We have a strategy, which is to use uni_
versity communities as test beds. Tactically,
we are collectively working togetheressentially creating new demand and then
taking it to the supply side, current and
potential."
The end game is to have a company
propose to offer next-gen services. Then,

dialogue opened. "The idea is to create
says. The goal is not to
bring gigabit connectivity every,where.,,The
focus is on how to bring next-gen network
services to the communities that are the
easiest economic cases to bring them to and
that are most likely to use those services in
ways that benefit the broader economy.,,
a

a

platformj' Levin

The hope is that, by building the nextgen network, private-sector firms

will

stimulate further aggregation of services
and upgrades in applications.
Levin acknowledges that colleges are
not in the private risk capital business.
However, he would maintain that universities can do the same kinds of things for
their towns that the Google Fiber Initiative

did for Kansas City. The result should be
greater investment into networks in local
communities.

Without Internet2, without National
Lambda Rail, the Gig.U project probably

ACUTAJournaloftnlormationCommunicationsTechnologytnHigherEducation
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The project was announced in late

|uly

2011, giving participating schools like
Arizorla State University, Case Western
Reserve University

in Cleveland, Howard

University, Duke University, the University
of Michigan, the University of Washington,
the University of Chicago, and the University of New Mexico a head start in band-

width expansion.
"Connectivity in New Mexico is critical
to our long-term academic and economic
development successl' says Gil Gonzales,
PhD, chief information officer at the University of New Mexico. He says the school
is pleased to collaborate with its national
research peers to develop innovative solutions to community network connectivity'
'As New Mexico's flagship university,
is committed to provide leadership
in bringing the educational, cultural, and
economic implications of broadband to
our very diverse Native and Hispanic, rural
populationsl' Gonzales says. Gig.U is one
way to deliver that. Issues like QoS [quality of servicel may be moot. With gigabit
services, a slight drop-off for a few minutes

UNM

is hardly noticeable. '.as it would be at
20 Mbps speeds.

"I'm not sure we ll get to the Point
where there is a mass market for a gigi'
Levin says. "But if you have a critical mass
of communities that have a gig, you surely
are going to accelerate the movement of
others to 100 Mbpsi'he says. Levin notes
that part ofwhat is at stake is job creation
and financing.
Financial Backing

they
that
businesses
from
only
will take money
service
provide
to
bidders
are not potential

(financially)i' Levin

says. However,

to Gig.U. This would include companies
like AI&T, Verizon, Comcast, and Google'

It is not surprising that Gig.U's members come mainly from leading research
colleges, are tlpically state-related schools,
and are mostly in the Midwest and rural
areas of Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri,

Montana, and West Virginia. Not that such
schools are rich' But since the big-name
colleges in cities like Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and New York already have access
to high-speed networks, the idea behind
Gig.U is to extend the impact of a gigabit
network out to the businesses and organizations that tlpically pepper the area
around a research-based college'
"There is no technical requirement for
joiningi' Levin says. It is more a matter of
willingness to be a test bed and work with
the program.
Colleges will not charge for the highspeed backbone. Keep in mind that the Interletz or National Lambda Rail backbone
is actually owned by the nonprofit group

that controls the network and a university
simply has access to it and leases it'
The question of access is about who will
step to the forefront and offer the services'
"The idea is not that the colleges get into
the business ofoffering servicel'Levin says'
"But the universities and the communities
each have assets. The government affects

deployment of networks in

a

variety of

ways-sometimes with money,

as

in uni-

versal servicel'

Given the tough economic picture at
schools nationwide, it is no surprise that
the Gig.U leadership chose a financing
model that focuses on private industry not government-for backing and deploy-

One might think a city like Cleveland
would have all the bandwidth it needs' But
when the school set up its Case Connection
Zoneto provide access to a 1 gigabit fiberoptic network to over 100 properties by the

ment.

college, it took offlike gangbusters'

"There are some businesses we are
talking to that are interested in assisting

Levin notes that, despite being a pioneer
in high-speed computer networks from

28
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their inception through the '90s, in recent
years the United States has fallen behind
other nations in deploying and improving network technology. A recent study by
the World Economic Forum found that
the United States ranked fifth in overall
network "readinessl' a broad index comparing countries in the digital era. Worse, the
United States came in 30th in network
bandwidth available to the population'
The progress at some institutions predates the Gig.U program. "Penn State has

long been involved with projects building advanced networks. It was one of the
founding members of Internet2 and was
one of the leaders in securing an ARRA
grant to build a regional network to serve
Pennsylvania," says Kevin Morooney, vice
provost for information technology at Penn
State UniversitY.

He says the Gig'U project will continue
this work by focusing on local community

networks.'Advanced networking capabilities are part ofthe infrastructure needed
to assist research, aid education and health
care services, and attract talented students,
faculty, and staffl' MorooneY adds.

Levin, who served as chief of staff at the
FCC under President Bill Clinton, notes
the success ofjob creation in those years'
About a third of the jobs created were in IT,
he says.

While he admits that there was a

boom-bust cycle, politics aside, he maintains strongly that today's networks would
not exist if it were not for the initiatives and
eventual overbuilding ofthe 1990s. "There
always will be overbuildi' he says of any
technology advancement from railroads to
networks.
Last year, Case Western Reserve

University set uP a pilot program in

a

several-block area near campus, he said'
Within three months of going light, the
fiber network had attracted three startups

to the neighborhood. While Lev Gonick,
chief information olicer at Case Western

University, concedes the Case Connection
Zone was not the only reason for the move,
it surely gets some credil.

In Michigan, Ken Theis, chief operating officer for Dewpoint and Prima Civitas
Foundation (PCF) board member, says
they are behind the program. "Representing the corporate side ofGreater Lansing, I
am pleased to be a part ofthe collaborative
efforts between Michigan State University,
PCF, and community businesses to ensure
that Mid-Michigan is well piaced for this
transformational opportunityi' he says.
MSU is behind the effort, as well. David
Gift, MSU's vice provost for libraries, computing, and technology says, "Were very
pleased to be partnering with the Prima
Civitas Foundation on this project. Ifsuccessful, this would ensure that our community has access to the best broadband of any
community in the worldl'
There is no limit to the number of
schools that can participate. "The goal is
to have a critical massj'Levin says. From

accelerating the deployment of ultra-highspeed data networks. Hallman says, "On

business systems for higher education

behalf of the city, I want to offer my fullest
support of this effort. We encourage other
research communities to join us to do the

"Our participation in Gig.U is a logical
next step that will significantly benefit our
campus and the surrounding regioneconomically and technologically-while

same. Separately we can make the world a
better place-but together, we willl'

Colorado State University is another
Gig.U participant. Tony Frank, president
of CSU, says the university has been at the
forefront in pursuing "bold, entrepreneurial partnerships to advance technological access on campus and offl'Gig.U is
another in the series. Previously, CSU has
coliaborated to create a distance-learning

network for eastern Coloradot rural
schools and to pioneer new, affordable

nationwide.

also advancing U.S. competitiveness and

innovationl' Frank

says.

Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow

One can find the roots of Gig.U as far back
adoption of the Internet by colleges. Three streams came together in 2010.
as the early

First was the National Broadband PIan,
which called for a range of improvements
to provide ubiquitous connectivity to the

- We Make tsuying Easy!
515 N. Washington Avenue
Suite 405
Saginaw, MI48607
Toll Free : 888-964-2227
MiCTA

www. mictatech.org

practical standpoint, membership was
capped in September when the participant
schools began the request for information
(RFI) process. An earlier framework document provided the basis for the RFL
a

The RFI talks about the community, the
members of the initiative, and the network

facilities in the communities. The RFI is
similar to what Google asked for and is not
a huge process; however, members must do
the paperwork. There is a fairly nominal
$15,000 fee for the RFI process.
Even Iocal politicians are taking heed.
"What we dont know is how many great
ideas and revolutionary products wait to
see the

light of day while network band-

Technology Solulions for Members Notionwide

{3{txr;*'; {3i*r:*..1"'lf ol 'r>t ry(rrtl$
Emergency Notification Services
Learning Management Systems
Telecommunications
Mobile Learning

width and computer resources play catchup," says Hugh Hallman, mayor of Tempe,
Arizona. So, the city of Tempe is partnering

with Arizona State University and other
leading research universities intent on

MiCTA represents all nonprofit entities including educa-

tional, governmental, libraries, healthcare, religious,
charitable, and public sector with members in all 50

states. MiCTA produces and publishes collaborative RFP's
generating agreements that are made available to all
M|CTA members in good standing.

baseline Internet. More important was

development of a critical mass of network
test beds on world-leading networks as part
of America's broadband strategy. Levin and
FCC Chairman fulius Genachowski had
discussions on the best way to implement
the strategy. One suggestion was to use

military bases as test beds. Given the federal government's current fiscal situation,
hoping to have the government spend more

it already would exist across the United
States. The idea ofGig.U is to accelerate
development both for market-based and

public policy reasons.

Another question revolves around pinpointing communities where the users of
the next-gen networks will create the next
generation of applications. No matter how
much fun it might be, it is not worth it simply to be able to download movies at warP

money on network R&D is not a good

speed, Levin argues.

strategy.

for creative uses of the Gig.U bandwidth.

Second, the Google Fiber

Initiative in

Kansas City showed it was possible to get
1,100 self-organized communities organized to make a favorable environment for
deployment of next- generation networks.
It required a lot of work-and Google was
not going to do enough communities to
accelerate next-gen deployment. "It is a big
burden for an individual company to take

onl'Levin

states. So the questions became:

In which communities is it easiest to accomplish the goal? Where are the economics most favorable? That is a function of
density. Where is there likely to be highest
demand and thus the smallest gap?
The answer was in a community where

Rathet there is a need

"The answer to both questions-which
locations are the best from an economic
perspective and which from a public-policy,
job- growth, innovation perspective-is
university communitiesl' Levin says.
Finally, most colleges already have extensive next-gen networks deployed. There
is a desire and need to bring those networks
into the surrounding community. Levin
sees a tremendous boost to the American
economy ifand when that happens.
The value is not only to professors but
it is used for

also to the communities where

education, health care, experimentation,
and public safety.

there is the lowest cost of deployment (ei-

Where Will Gig.U Be in 2016?

ther through upgrades or a new network)
and the greatest likelihood of adoption.
Unfortunately, economic common sense
says that, if there were a slam-dunk market,

The vision for Gig.U is to have a

communities in the United States that can
say'We have the best connectivity in the
worldl" says Levin. He questions whether,
as a nation, the United States needs to have
the best every'lvhere. "The notion ofbeing
number one because we have the fastest

networks ever)'where-I'm not sure that is
a strategically viable goali' he says.
"But I think we need this critical mass
of test bedsj' he asserts. Those test beds

will

be vital if the United States wants to stay

on the cutting edge of network building,
deployment, and operating -- and build
applications that benefit from a massive
abundance of bandwidth and connectivity.
"We need it not just on campuses but
being utilized in communitiesj'Levin says.

'America needs a strategy to have a
critical mass of deployment of worldleading networks and communities. University communities are the best, Iogical
target for such test beds. This is a very
important premise of the broadband plan.
It is very important for the universities and
very important for their communities]'
Levin says. "If somebody has a better strategy. . .great. But all of us feel this is the best
strategy we've goti' he concludes.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer who specializes in

critical

mass of test bed communities that have

technology topics. He is a contributing editor to the
ACUTA Journal. Reach Curt at curt@curtharler.com.

world-leading connectivity.

a

"What Id love to see is several dozen

41st Annual Conference . Aprit 29-Ma\ 2

.

lndianapotis,

lN

"Given today's innovatice and demanding technotogy climate, I think every
lTltetecom professiona[ who cares about success shoutd be at the ACUTA annual
conference. the information that witt be shared and the professionats networking that wit[ happen make this event one of the greatest vatues anywhere. I
hope to see you there!"

-Joe Harrington, Boston College
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Optical Networking Capabilities,
Challenges, and Solutions

Tom McDermott
Fujitsu Network Communications

Gaming, YouT[be, and social media aside,
in the past five to 10 years, information
communications technology professionals have seen a tremendous increase in
network bandwidth requirements driven
by data-intensive scientific applications,
distance learning, and other research and
educational functions. The increase in
traffic has stressed the capacity of optical
transport networks, and all signs point to
this trend continuing as important studies across North America and elsewhere
require greater bandwidth.
Consider climate modeling, for
example. This vital scientific endeavor
depends on huge amounts of data that
must be moved quickly in order to best
utilize sophisticated modeling applications.
Scientists create finite element models of
the atmosphere, modeling weather patterns
and global warming. The multitude of datasets used and the higher resolution desired
require high-bandwidth connectivity to
move the data to and through the modeling

each new speed has come new challenges
(e.g., optical impairments, which threat-

ened to restrict performance and degrade
data integrity). To continue achieving the
reliable, high-performance data transport
on which colleges and universities have
come to depend, it was essential that these

Genetics research is another bandwidth-intensive application. Over the past

When optical fiber was deployed earlier
to support legacy transmission speeds (e.g.
2.4 Gbps), the optical impairment issues
that existed were relatively minor. But with
the major step-up to l0 Gbps, challenges
such as fiber chromatic and polarizationmode dispersion and fiber nonlinearity
appeared. Fiber chromatic dispersion and
polarization-mode dispersion are terms
used to describe the ways in which an
original optical signal can become distorted
as it traverses the network, potentially
degrading signal quality and limiting the
distance over which the signal can success-

ing large amounts of DNA sequences from
a

significant number ofsubjects. Such a

vast amount of genetic material allows
scientists to conduct valuable research. In

order to do that, high-speed fiber links are
used to facilitate parallel searching and
querying for specifi c genetic characteristics.
The need for high-bandwidth connectivity is not confined to the United
States, ofcourse. In Geneva, Switzerland,
z ACtITA

To keep up with the need for greater
bandwidth, the communications industry
has developed increasingly capable optical
transport technologies, moving from 10 to
40 Gbps and now on to 100 Gbps optical transmissions. Each step forward has
been critically important to enabling more
sophisticated applications. However, with

impairments be overcome.

cost effective, scientists have begun produc-

Spring ZOI

particle accelerator continually produces
vast amounts of data, too much to be analyzed in one location. Instead, high-speed
communications links are used to connect
and distribute the information to databases
around the world.

tools.

few years, as DNA sequencing has become

32

for
Nuclear Research, physicists are working with the Large Hadron Collider. This
at CERN, the European Organization

Journal of lnlormauon Communications Technology ln H gher Education

fr-r111.

travel. Fiber nonlinearity describes an

inadvertent reordering ofthe optlcal signal
dr-rring transmission, r,r..hich significantly
threatens signal integrit\.. At 40 Gbps, these
same impairments, fiber chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion
in particular, became even more marked.

nith

the increasing interest in 100
Gbps performance, we finci there are adIbda1,,

ditional

challer.rges.

New Challenges

As an industry, \\,e are overcoming-and

must continue to overcome-the issues
presented by higher-speed transn.rissior-rs by
using a nunlber oftechnological approaches

anrl industry standards.

The Optical Interoperability Forum
(OIF), for example, is playing an important

role in the standardization of 100 Gbps
transmitters and receivers. The OIF consists
of carriers, component rnanufacturers,
and system vendors, rvorking together to
promote the development and deployment
of interoperable netr,r,orking solutions and
services. Their r,r,ork is vital to the success
of 100 Gbps optical netr,vorks.

In a modern dense r,r,avelength division
n'rultiplexing (DWDM) optical network,
each optical fiber can host multiple (> 20)

dou,n the tr,vo polarizations simultaneousl,v,
al1or.r.ing

twice as much data to ht in one

channel.

Optical modulation is a tactic that
actuallv borrou.s from standard radio
transmission technologv and has proven
to be a critical der.elopment in the preser-

vation of signal integrity as trernsmission
speeds increase. When n'roving data at up

to

10 Gbps,

moduiation is a fairly straigl-rt-

forrvard procedure rel'erred to as on-o1T
keying, or OOK, in lr,hich the state of the
optical laser-either on or oft'-represents

rvavelength channels. The OIF s popular
100 Gbps technique, knolr,n as single car-

rier coherent, calls for a single, very pure
light source to be modulatecl then conveyed
down one of these optical channels, rvhich
is approximately 50 Ghz wide. The OIF'.s
technique divides (or polarizes) the single

the digitai 1s and 0s. When the laser is
turned on, a 1 is represented, and when the
laser is turned o1T, a 0. One bit of informatlon is transmitted n ith each optical svmbo1 (at 10 Gbps, the laser is actuaily turned

beam of light ir.rto trvo, and sends data

on and

o1F 10

billion times per second). At

'.'iw
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higher bandwidths, modulation involves
encoding multiple bits of information in
a single optical symbol, reducing the total
number of individual symbols that need to

the receiver to process both the light phase
information as well as the intensity. With

transceiver module form factor is also
standardized via a multisource agreement,

this additional information, much more

which defines its physical size, pinouts,
performance, and power. By standardizing,

be transmitted.

that may have occurred during transmission. Additionally, we have the ability to
use modern digital signal processing (DSP)
to digitize and process that information
and compensate electronically for optical
impairments, such as the chromatic dispersion and polarization-mode dispersion described earlier. The DSP enables a number

the industry at large benefits from greater
overall volumes, lower pricing, and a wider

of other compensation and measurement
techniques to be implemented that simply
weren't possible with the optical-only single
photodetector receivers used at 10 Gbps.

be evaluated. There are offerings on the
market positioned as 100 Gbps that do not
comply with (or may predate) industry

In

100 Gbps transmissions this modula-

tion scheme is known

as

dual-polarization

quadrature phase shift keying, or more
simply DP-QPSK. DP-QPSK works by
combining four bits of data into two optical
symbols, which are simultaneously sent
down the optical fiber. By representing
multiple bits of data as one optical symbol, the total number of optical symbols
is lowered, which makes potential optical
impairments somewhat easier to manage.
The tlpe of modulation used to transmit
the data also has a direct effect on the manner in which that data needs to be received.

In the most basic form of modulation,

in l0 Gbps transmissions, one simple
photodetector is all that is needed to convert the incoming optical signal to digital

can be

known about any signal distortion

The design and implementation of these
'bther" compensation techniques is a big

part ofwhat sets one optical vendor apart
from another as each works to deliver superior performance.

used

ls and 0s. Photodetectors are among the
more simple instruments used to convert
photons (light) into electrons, but they are
also limited in their understanding of the
signal; only the intensity ofthe received
signal can be detected.
But the complexity of the DP-QPSK

modulation scheme used in higherbandwidth transmissions employs what
are known as coherent receivers, which are
significantly more capable than the single
photodector. A coherent receiver first converts the signal from optical to baseband
(or zero frequency, just as in a standard
radio receiver), where it can be electronically processed by using optical mixing
and up to eight photodetectors. This allows
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Client lnterface
To this point, weve been focused on the

performance of the network interface,
the connection from the fiber plant to the
outside transport network equipment that
supports educational institutions. But there
is another interface that must be considered
to ensure efficient interconnection of highbandwidth data once it enters the institutioris data center.
The client interface is the shorter-reach,
lower-cost connection between the transmission shelf and the server or other host
application device, or between switches and
routers. Here too, standards are imPortant.
The Institute ofElectrical and Electronics Engineers has standardized Ethernet
client interfaces for 10 Gb Ethernet (GbE),
40 GbE, and 100 GbE. The client 100 GbE

ACUTA Journal of lnformalion communications Technology in Higher Education

choice of suppliers.
Conclusion

As I conclude, let me offer some guidance
regarding the way in which competing

high-bandwidth optical platforms may

standards. These offerings, for example,
might deliver 100 Gbps bandwidth by putting ten l0 Gbps transmitters and receivers
together. That approach means that ten 50
Ghz DWDM optical channels would be

required to provide 100 Gbps bandwidth.
Contrast that with the industry-standard
single carrier coherent solutions, which
require only one 50 Ghz DWDM oPtical
channel, resulting in far greater capacity
per optical fiber (which today holds about
88 optical channels).

In evaluating solutions, make sure
standards are part ofthe conversation. And
avail yourself of the conferences ACUTA
regularly hosts in which multiple vendors
showcase

their solutions. Take advantage of

these gatherings to see the latest technologies for yourself.
Tom McDermott is a distinguished strategic planner
at Fujitsu Network Communications, responsible for
developing product plans, network vision, corporate
business plans, and coordination of key technologies
for optical and data networks.
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-12 nstitutional Excellence Award
I

Northern Michigan University

Northern Michigan University (NMU),located in Marquette, has created a WiMAX

network that covers about
40 square miles over rugged
terrain in the rural Upper
Peninsula of Michigan.

NMU

The team from Northern Michigan accepted
the award at the special lunch at the conference

in Orlando.

is one of the largest

notebook computer universities in the world, with more
than 9,600 on campus, and
it is the only university in
the United States to solely
operate a WiMAX network.
Northern's WiMAX network enhances not only the
educational capabilities of NMU students
and employees, but also the educational
opportunities for K-12 schools within the
network's boundaries, as well as the fire, poIice, utility, and city workers for several cities
and townships in Marquette County.

NMU has always believed that equal
to technology is critical to student

access

success. For more than a decade, the

university's notebook computer initiative
has provided each student with a leased
computer as part of tuition, ensuring that
everyone has access to the same hardware
and software tools. However, when it came
to equal access to broadband connectivity,
students living on campus clearly had an
advantage over those living off campus in
the surrounding community.
Recognizing that much of NMU's
curriculum now contains high-resolution

Thanks to Windstream
for sponsoring this award

streaming media, graphics, and interactive content, students must have access to
broadband data services in order to successfully complete their course work. Helping
off-campus students connect to research and
course-related content became a high priority, spawning NMU's WiMAX project.

WiMAX is an emerging 4G wireless
technology that supports exceptional data
transfer speeds at distances far beyond
what typically is available with traditional
Wi-Fi. Operating in the 2.5 GHzband,
WiMAX is a licensed broadband service,
free from interference commonly found
with unlicensed wireless services. With
sufficient bandwidth, WiMAX is capable
of accommodating a large number of users
accessing the Internet in a mobile environment. NMU selected WiMAX technology
to solve its off-campus broadband needs
because this scalable service has tremendous capacity for future development and
offers high-bandwidth connectivity at an
affordable cost.
The key goal was to provide

network

part of tuition in the same manner
that NMU's 11-year-old technology program has provided students with notebook
computers as part of tuition. When that
program started, one of the main focuses
was enabling students from economically
challenged backgrounds to have the same
computing technology at their fingertips as
students without financial need. In creating
the WiMAX network, equal access is again
the goal, this time to broadband connectivity for off-campus learning.
access as

Partnerships of two kinds play a significant role in NMU's WiMAX project. The

university has worked with city governments to jointly deploy the WiMAX network in the cities of Marquette, Negaunee,
Ishpeming, Gwinn, Sawyer, and Big Bay, as
well as Chocolay and Marquette townships.
The second type ofpartnership critical to
the project has been extensive research and
development with NMU by several nextgeneration technology leaders, including
Intel, Lenovo, Motorola, and Cisco.
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Planning, Leadership, and Management Support

Prior to the implementation of the WiMAX
network, NMU had l0 years of experience
notebook campus, self maintaining the
notebooks. It also deployed and maintained
an extensive wired and Wi-Fi network
infrastructure to support the notebooks, so
WiMAX was the next logical step in growing the network, although still a challenging one.
as a

NMU

has a history of tackling projects

that other universities would find daunting,
and the WiMAX project was no exception. For starters, the required licensed RF
spectrum for deploying this technology was
frozenby the FCC while the commission
transitions the former ITFS band to the
new EBS/BRS plan. In addition, WiMAX
networks are not common in the United
States and have been deployed by only a
couple o[ commercial carriers.
As NMU would discover, a traditional
approach to system design and equipment
purchases was impossible, requiring the

formation of strategic partnerships with the
manufacturers of radios, chipsets, antennas, and transmission equipment. NMU
also discovered that significant geographic
elevation changes in the Marquette area
posed a unique deployment environment
not encountered in other WiMAX installations. The number of simultaneous users
(equipment density), terrain elevation
changes, temperature swings (100'F to
-25'F), and seasonal changes in foliage all
represented unknowns that could temper
the success of a WiMAX deployment.
In addition to these issues, NMU owned
few resources for the placement of WiMAX
transmission cells. If the project were to
remain affordable, the university would
need to form partnerships with other
organizations that could provide suitable
locations for the placement of transceivers and antennas. The combination of
acquiring appropriate spectrum, techni-

36

cal deployment concerns, and a lack of
vendors from which to purchase WiMAX
equipment quickly became formidable
obstacles to surmount. To overcome these
hurdles, NMU management marshaled the
resources of its administrative informa-

tion technology, legal counsel, engineering
and planning, and broadcast services units
to form a collaborative team that had the
experience, contacts, and knowledge necessary to identify and address the essential
elements that would become the fabric
the WiMAX project.

of

to-point bridge links between sites
In summer 2009, NMU put its first
transmitter on the air and began testing
service with notebook computers configured to use this new wireless service. The
WiMAX development team continued its
work, forming strategic partnerships with
surrounding townships and municipalities,
securing water towers, building high points
and other locations that could be used for
the placement of WiMAX transmission
equipment. By the end of 2010, 15 WiMAX
nodes had been placed in service, providing

NMU's senior management deYel-

signal to seven communities surrounding

oped a project statement and request for
spectrum for consideration by the FCC.

the university's campus. To date, NMU's

Within several months, NMU secured the
FCC's support in approving a waiver that
resulted in the granting ofan EBS license

appropriate for building a WiMAX network
within Marquette County. With much
of the WiMAX transmission equipment

still in design and testing stages, NMU
worked closely with developers at Intel and
Motorola to form a strategic partnership
to receive and install beta equipment that
would initially jump-start NMU'S WiMAX
network.
At each of the 14 local WiMAX sites,
plans were made to address all of the physical installation considerations. This usually
involved the following:

. locating and creating mounting points
for RF heads and bridging equipment
. environmental considerations, such as
heating and cooling
. adequacy of and improvements to the
shelter for equipment

nearly 10,000 notebook computers in use
campus-wide have the ability to access the
WiMAX network. In fall 2010, NMU did an
installation at a remote site for the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth. This
installation allowed UMassD to utilize its
EBS spectrum to enhance its campus wireless infrastructure.
Planning tools used throughout the
process have included the FCC website

for

gathering tower data, and various other
software tools such as the Motorola Link
Planner for point-to-point links, Terrain
Navigator Pro for the evaluation of tower
sites and customer locations, and Radio
Mobile for providing a visual starting point
for coverage planning from any given site
and tower height.
One key to the success ofthe operation
has been the relentless determination of all

the members of the team, who have a single
focus: to make the WiMAX network work
and workwell.

cess

Also, the proiect had the full and
unwavering support of the NMU Board
of Trustees. The WiMAX project meets
several ofthe goals ofthe university's Road
Map to 2015 strategic plan (www.nmu.edu/

.

roadmap), including continuing to serve

.

condition and capacityofthe power at

the site

.

coordination of night and weekend acto sites

coordination and guidance for the
installation team and tower climbers

.

coordination and installation ofpoint-
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technology innovator among universities;
increasing the technical skills ofour students, faculty, and staff; making the campus
a

community greener and more eltrcient; and
furthering community engagement.
Quality, Perlormance, and Productivity Measurements

NMU

uses the base management tools
that come with the WiMAX system from
Motorola and several open-source tools,

including Munin (www.munin-monitoring,
org) to track usage per sector and base
station as well as back-haul utilization, and
NAGIOS (www.nagios.org) to monitor system health and availability. This approach
was taken to contain yearly operating costs.
On average, NMU is monitoring and anaiyzing usage statistics for more than 1,200
client devices.
Additionally, NMU uses its HelpDesk,
which includes an army of student employees, to constantly monitor the feed,
back related to the WiMAX network. A
WiMAX Web area with instructions for set
up and feedback requests within the NMU

spots of WiMAX signal strength through
Web-based forms, paper forms included

the difference between Wi-Fi and WiMAX
and the future potential uses for WiMAX.

in WiMAX devices checked out from the
library, and contact with the HelpDesk.
HelpDesk requests concerning WiMAX

But as use and understanding increase, so
does customer satisfaction, which has been
quite high from the lirst day ofdeployment. Off-campus students, in particuiar,
are thrilled that they no longer have to pay
monthly for a high-speed Internet connection to access the NMU network. City and
county government agencies are especially
excited about the mobile wireless capabilities via WiMAX, which have the potential
to greatly enhance the efliciency of many of
their staffmembers and also have increased
public safety by expanding the technology
toolset available to police and fire oflicers.

issues were reviewed on a weekly basis.
Requests related to hot and cold spots, as
well as those indicating a problem with
WiMAX signal strength, were forwarded
to the telecom ofllce for fo11ow up. At first,
the hot and cold reports were to be done
on a daily basis, but with the low volume of
requests, switching to a weekly report made
more sense.

NMU'.s WiMAX network was paid for
out of the universityt yearly technology
budget. The WiMAX netn'ork was treated
the same as any other university networking expansion, upgrade, and maintenance.
Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date

WiMAX

still

outs. WiMAX users were asked to let the

relatively new concept
to the campus community and general
community, so considerable time and
effort continues to be directed at teaching faculty, staff, students, K-12 teachers
and administrators, and city and county

NMU telecom olfice know of hot and cold

agency personnel about

site was also set up and promoted across

campus (www.nmu.edu/WiMAX) via posters, student announcements, and hand-

Be a Published

is

users, work continues constantly
to strengthen and expand the network.
With that continual improvement comes

ever-increasing user satisfaction.

a

WiMAX-such

Using the feedback provided by NMU's

WiMAX

Cindy Paavola, Director of Communications and Marketing at Northern Michigan University, prepared this
information for the ACUTA lnstitutional Excellence

Award. Reach her at cipaavol@nmu.edu. For highly
technical questions about the NMU WiIVAX network,
contact NMU chief technology olficer David Maki at
as

dmaki

@

nmu.edu.

a

Author!

Do you secretly long to see your name in print?
Have you ever thought about how impressed your colleagues,
your staff, and your boss would be if you had an article pub-

lished?

Wouldn't that credit look great on your resume?
The ACUTAJournal will help you turn these dreams into reality.
lf yourcampus has a storyto tell, we will see that it gets printed
for all the world to see (well, all the ACUTA world anyway).

Call or e-mail editor Pat Scott at 859 1278-3338 x22l or
pscott@acuta.org. Your next great accomplishment is just a few
words away!
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Continuedfrom page 40

Pickett: As a CIO you have to multi-task a
number of high priority needs, which can

While our community maybe more
technically adept, the complexity is in-

change even within one day, so it is dilficult

in challenging budget times,
what is your most important financial
issue? How are you addressing it on your

to choose one primary issue. Since you
alone cannot accomplish all of the IT needs
of a campus, personnel management and
staffdevelopment are key aspects of a CIO's
position. One of the most important goals
is to provide our technology colleagues
with the resources and skills to ef[ectively
accomplish their jobs. As we ask our staffto
continually do even more with substantially
fewer people, it is even more important to
provide development opportunities, especially with the rapidly changing technology.
In my opinion, staffdevelopment is as essential as purchasing additional equipment.

campus?

ACUTA: What

creasing, which requires a higher level of
support. For example, in years past, ifyou
encountered a network issue, the diagnostic
process was simpler because there were

fewer components supporting the connections. Now, we are encountering systems
that are significantly more complex, necessitating more sophisticated methods of
resolving issues.

ACUTA:

Since higher education seems to

be perpetually

Pickett: Over the past 30 years, I have seen
numerous budget reductions; however, the
recent impacts have been the most significant in my career. The State of California
has reduced the funding levels of education
continually for the past several years, and
the forecast for the immediate future is the
same. With the increased technology needs
and expectations, our most significant issue
is staffing.

SDSU has always operated on lower
staffing levels than comparable research

universities; however, we are living on borrowed time. While it is possible to obtain
project funding for certain projects, the
allocation of funds for technical staffpositions is elusive. Our technical teams have
been incredible, absorbing substantial increases in workload. I'm more reticent than
ever before in starting new projects, since
the sustainability of future staff or funding
support is uncertain. This is difficult for a
CIO, since one o[ our primary missions is
to advance technology in support of our
educational mission.

ACUTA: Aside from funding, what

issue

are you, as the CIO, currently spending

most of your time addressing?

is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy for
addressing this issue?

Pickett: Our technical environment will
continue to grow in complexity and along
with reduced staff funding, professional
development funds are more difficult to
obtain. With a budget reduction of nearly
30 percent over the last several years, it is a
challenge for IT campus groups to find the
time, or funds, for staffdevelopment. In my
opinion, professional development is a strategic element of our planning process, even
with decreased budgets. I compare staff
development and training to maintaining
the infrastructure-you either pay incrementally in the present or exponentially in
the future.

ACUTA: Given that a key function of the
CIOh responsibility is preparing the campus to support future technologies, what
technology changes do you see for your
campus as you look forward five to seven
years?

Pickett: You might theorize that since
people can only carry so many mobile wireless devices in their pockets, backpacks,
and purses, that the number of such devices

would plateau. This is definitely wishful

thinking!
In terms of the current devices that we
use, that may be the case; however, forecasts

indicate the number of mobile devices will
exceed the Earth's population this year,
and we could see an 18- to 20-fold increase
in data traffic within the next four years.
Virtually any electronic device will be networked in some fashion in the near future,
whether we are ready for it or not. This
trend will probably be even more dramatic
for our campuses, since we have such a high
concentration of technology. Our recent
infrastructure upgrade should accommodate most of the needs for at least the next
two to three years; however, we will need to
monitor the growth during that time in an
attempt to plan for the growth.
Mobile applications will also grow in
number and functionaliry. Currently there
are more than 1 million mobile apps for the
Android and Apple iOS platforms, growing at a rate of more than 4,000 per month.
With 550,000 apps for the iOS platform
alone, it will be a significant challenge to
sift through the chaff and support the appropriate applications for instruction and
administrative purposes.

ACUTA: How

are you readying the campus

for these changes?

Pickett:

We

work collaboratively with our

campus colleagues to determine how to
support their IT needs in the most effective
manner. Even with impacted budgets, it is

important to move forward and become
creative in maintaining, and expanding,
the use of technology on a campus. Our
computing and network infrastructure is on
a continual refresh schedule which allows
us to attempt to keep ahead, or at least pace,
the increased technology demand.
Thanks to Rich Pickett for sharing his insights and
experiences with the Journal. Reach Rich at rich.
pickett

@

sdsu.edu

a
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Q & A with the CIO
ACUTA: Much of the technology we now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions
about your technology infrastructure have
been affected by this and how?

Pickett: It isnt a surprise that the largest
impact has resulted from the significant
increase in mobile devices. The old adage,
"Build it and they will come" is outdated;
the new saying should be "Build it before
they arrive." According to the U.S. census,
we now have more mobile devices than
people. In the second quarter of 20 1 1, there
were 327 million mobile wireless subscriptions in the United States. Those wireless
users consumed over 300 petabytes

ofdata

during the past year, double the amount in
the previous year. When you consider that
a significant number of these devices also
access faster 802.1 lx networks, it is almost
impossible to determine the collective
bandwidth usage.

At SDSU, we have more than 75,000
wireless devices registered on our network

and 12,000 concurrent users, with a student
population of 29,000. Consequently, over

a

From a pedagogical aspect, it has been
opportunity to explore methods
to integrate this new technology into our
curriculum to improve learning outcomes.
The advent of the latest generation of slates
has dramatically increased the potential
of collaborative learning environments.
Our instructional technology services have
been leaders in smart classroom designs
and now are developing innovative colIaborative environments that explore video
sharing utilizing Apple TVs and iPads. One
of the challenges is how to ensure your
a great

the past five years we have been rapidly

capital investments in these spaces can be

expanding our network capabilities, attempting to keep ahead of our users. This
is a common theme for many colleges and

maximized for at least a few years, until the
next technology jump.

universities.

ACUTA: Freshmen

at most institutions to-

day are far more extensive users

oftechnol-

ACUTA: In what ways

has this affected
how you deliver support services?

Pickett: We are on

a

fast-moving treadmill,

trying to keep up with the demand. Five

fully

ogy than those of even five years ago. What

years ago we embarked on a plan to

is the most challenging technical aspect this

cover our campus with wireless access,
in addition to the 22,000 existing wired

presents for your campus?

Pickett: This statement has been true for
the last thirty years; however, in the past
five to ten years, it has been growing in a
non-linear fashion and is no longer isolated
to our incoming freshman. All of our constituencies are utilizing more technology
than ever before, whether it is the newest
smartphone, tablet/slate, e-reader, or game
console.

40

While in general there has been

significant increase in the consumer use of
technology, one of the continuing challenges is educating our campus community on
appropriate use and security. Simply having
access to technology does not always correIate with an understanding of the capabilities and risks. We can no longer separate
technology from personal behavior, which
necessitates continual education on the
risks that accompany our new lifestyle, in
particular the loss of personal information
as well as critical and irreplaceable data.

SpringZOfZ ACUTAJournalollnformationCommunicationsTechnologyinHigherEducation

network connections. Our wireless network
connections have increased l0 fold since
that time; however, we are supporting the
system with 50 percent of the network staff
we had in 2007 .It is challenging to provide
high levels of service with such an extraordinary growth in user demand, which will

continue'
continued on page 39

THE DEVICES ARE COMING...

IS YOUR CAMPUS READY?
Hand-herd devices

A POGE T
FOQ NIOAE NFORN1ATION VIS/T

rike smartphones and tabrets are rapidry becoming
the primary way that students access the lnternet.
According to a recent
EDUCAUSE study, more than harf of ail
coilege students used mobire devices to
get on the network in January 2011, compared
with onry 10 percent in zoos.
Across the nation, rr administrators agree that
the student network of 2012
is facing bandwidth and mobility challenges
like never before.
By

I

partnering with Apogee, schoors can meet
and exceed student
demand and begin preparing for tomorrow,s challenges
today.
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. Built-in echo cancelation with no distortion of sound' even
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. Built-in ringer alerts users to incotning
. Full duplex and wide band sound'

calls'

.
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conference calIs.

.

True wicle band sound for crystal-clear conversation'

o Easy to transport - Compact design, integrated cable
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